WALL MOUNTED ACCESS POINT
KEY BENEFITS

SIMPLE-TO-DEPLOY
This intelligent access point is designed to reduce the burden on
IT with features like plug and play zero-touch provisioning and
remote cloud based management. The XR-320 provides multiple
flexible options to connect to the network with either RJ-45 or
punch down blocks.

LOWER COST OF IMPLEMENTATION
Using existing in-wall cabling this versatile product can deliver
instant Wi-Fi access, connectivity to multiple wired devices and
pass through access for legacy devices like POTS. It eliminates the
need to pull new cable to the ceiling for Wi-Fi AP deployment or
new in-wall cables for additional wired devices.

DISCREET AESTHETICS
The XR-320 is designed to be compact and fit single US and UK
gang wiring box for discreet wall mounting. The surface is
paintable to match the aesthetic needs of the room and provides
IT the ability to turn on/off LEDs.

AT A GLANCE
High performance Gigabit Wi-Fi
High speed wired connectivity
Cloud based management
Supports up to 256 devices
No centralized controller required

WALL MOUNT ACCESS POINT
HIGHLIGHTS

HIGH PERFORMANCE
The XR-320 supports the latest 802.11ac Gigabit Wi-Fi standards along with Gigabit Ethernet wired access for high
bandwidth applications such as streaming video, rich media access, gaming and latency sensitive applications like VoIP. This
device supports multiple Wi-Fi networks (SSIDs) and up to 256 devices on a single AP.

AUTOMATED WI-FI
The XR-320 supports advanced RF optimization with automatic channel, band and power level selection to reduce
interference and provide optimal room coverage. APs in the adjacent dwelling units or hotel rooms can recognize various
channels being used and automatically switch to best available channel to provide superior experience for the users.

INTEGRATED GUEST ACCESS
With our integrated Guest Access Portal, guests can self provision access or be administered by a non-IT guest
ambassador. The Guest Access Portal can be highly customized for branding and login credential can be sent over SMS or by
email. Guests can also login easily and get secure Wi-Fi access using social media credentials.
Product Series

Description

XR-320

Integrated wall mount wireless AP with wired switch for Gigabit speed in-room
connectivity

WANT TO TRY XIRRUS FOR FREE?
Go to our Free Trial page or email our sales department and we’ll answer your questions, deliver a free trial Xirrus
Access Point and XMS-Cloud, or dedicate a Wi-Fi expert to your additional design and planning needs. Learn how Xirrus
provides the “Best Wi-Fi on the Planet” and hear from other customers around the world who deliver the fastest most reliable
Wi-Fi with Xirrus solutions. Visit our customer stories page.

About Xirrus
To organizations that depend on wireless access to transform their business, Xirrus is the wireless network solution provider that provides the world’s most
powerful, scalable, and trusted solutions. Through product invention and system design, commitment to customer success, and the industry’s best price
performance, Xirrus gives you confidence that your wireless network performs under even the most demanding circumstances. Headquartered in
Thousand Oaks, CA, Xirrus is a privately held company and designs and manufactures its family of products.
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